The Vision

Use sophisticated **network data visualization** to promote transparency and governance

**Reveal connections** among companies, C-suites, regulators, politicians

**Deliver proof on concept:**

- 15 interactive corporate maps, 7 media-ready scandals
- Expert guest commentary
- Online home
- Outreach to portfolio managers and analysts
Corporate Targets
Key Actors and Metrics
Top Areas of Possible Non-Compliance

Indonesian Laws
  • 1999 Competition Law
  • 2015 Plantation Law

Government Policies and Regulations
  • Indonesia Sustainable Palm Oil (ISPO)
  • Peat regulations

Corporate Policies
  • No Deforestation, No Peat, No Exploitation (NDPE)
Case Study: Provident Agro
RFT pilot-within-a-pilot

Big data network mapping via the Gephi platform

“Looking for smoke”

- Finds connections between massive amounts of Bloomberg data
- 73 Asian agricultural companies, 7,000 institutional investor, 3,000 board members/executives
Lessons Learned

The tool can find conflicts, and tell stories

The global financial data is a strong framework, but benefits from nesting in-country concession-level research data

Strong interest from NGOs, allies for this type of analysis

- The information itself (without value judgment)
- Key findings

Need for early coordination with in-country partner(s)

Legal review need for key findings
Taking the Project to Scale

- Determine ideal online platform
- Dedicated in-house source(s) of financial data
- Dedicated team of analysts
- In-country research and investigation capacity
- Legal review and communications capacity
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